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Here are selected
ChatGPT prompts

you can directly use
to create your

LinkedIn profile. Use
as it is and fill the

placeholders to get
results. You can also
refine the prompts

by replaying to
ChatGPT on
iterations. 
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For any prompts
related to content

writing on ChatGPT.
Here is the prompt

starter
“Forget all the

previous prompts, now
act as David Ogilvy,

copywriter with more
than 40 years

experience ( now write
what your query)

Moses Gomes, LinkedIn Coach

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mosesgomes/


Imagine [Name], a [Specific
Industry] professional, who is

looking to optimize their
LinkedIn summary. Create a

compelling and engaging
LinkedIn summary for [Name]
that reflects their expertise in

[Specific Work]. Would you like
to create your unique style for

the summary or copy a style
from a LinkedIn profile you
admire? If copying, please

provide the profile URL or a
brief description of the style

you'd like to emulate

Moses Gomes, LinkedIn Coach

Optimizing Your
LinkedIn Summary

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mosesgomes/


Let's help [Name], a [Specific
Industry] expert, in showcasing

their work experience effectively
on LinkedIn. Provide guidance
on how [Name] can describe

their job roles and
responsibilities in a way that

highlights their contributions to
[Specific Work]. Do you want to
create your unique style for the

descriptions or copy a style from
a LinkedIn profile you find

inspiring? If copying, please
provide the profile URL or a brief

description of the style you'd
like to emulate

Moses Gomes, LinkedIn Coach

Adding Work
Experience
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Imagine [Name], a [Specific
Industry] professional, wants to
request a recommendation from

a colleague. Write a
recommendation request for

[Name] that conveys their
strengths and contributions to
[Specific Work]. Would you like

to create a personalized style for
the request or copy a style from
a LinkedIn profile you admire? If

copying, please provide the
profile URL or a brief description
of the style you'd like to emulate

Moses Gomes, LinkedIn Coach

Recommendations
and Endorsements

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mosesgomes/


Moses Gomes, LinkedIn Coach

Building a Strong
LinkedIn Network

Provide [Name], who works in
the [Specific Industry], with

advice on how to connect with
industry peers on LinkedIn.

Suggest a personalized
connection request for [Name]

that mentions their shared
interest in [Specific Work]. Do

you want to create your unique
style for the connection request
or copy a style from a LinkedIn
profile you find impressive? If

copying, please provide the
profile URL or a brief

description of the style you'd
like to emulate."

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mosesgomes/
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Moses Gomes, LinkedIn Coach

Congratulations on taking the
first step towards mastering
LinkedIn and enhancing your

professional journey. We hope
this eBook has been a valuable

resource for you. As you embark
on your LinkedIn adventure,

remember that success on this
platform is a continuous

endeavor. Stay updated with
the latest trends, connect with
professionals who inspire you,

and never stop striving for
excellence. Wishing you great

success in your career!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mosesgomes/


I help people learn how use
LinkedIn effectively, and
make your self a powerful
brand on the platform. I
help to generate leads for
sales and mentor people to
get their dream jobs. 

If you found this useful
follow me - Moses Gomes.

I am Moses Gomes,
LinkedIn Coach. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mosesgomes/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mosesgomes/


I train and conduct session to
boost your LinkedIn presence
to get dream job.

I help to create a personal
content calendar to drive
engagement on your profile for
lead generation

I help you to 10X your personal
brand

3 ways I can help you


